Ptbp2 represses adult-specific splicing to regulate the generation of neuronal precursors in the embryonic brain
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Two polypyrimidine tract RNA-binding proteins (PTBs), one near-ubiquitously expressed (Ptbp1) and another highly tissue-restricted (Ptbp2), regulate RNA in interrelated but incompletely understood ways. Ptbp1, a splicing regulator, is replaced in the brain and differentiated neuronal cell lines by Ptbp2. To define the roles of Ptbp2 in the nervous system, we generated two independent Ptbp2-null strains, unexpectedly revealing that Ptbp2 is expressed in neuronal progenitors and is essential for postnatal survival. A HITS-CLIP (high-throughput sequencing cross-linking immunoprecipitation)-generated map of reproducible Ptbp2–RNA interactions in the developing mouse neocortex, combined with results from splicing-sensitive microarrays, demonstrated that the major action of Ptbp2 is to inhibit adult-specific alternative exons by binding pyrimidine-rich sequences upstream of and/or within them. These regulated exons are present in mRNAs encoding proteins associated with control of cell fate, proliferation, and the actin cytoskeleton, suggesting a role for Ptbp2 in neurogenesis. Indeed, neuronal progenitors in the Ptbp2-null brain exhibited an aberrant polarity and were associated with regions of premature neurogenesis and reduced progenitor pools. Thus, Ptbp2 inhibition of a discrete set of adult neuronal exons underlies early brain development prior to neuronal differentiation and is essential for postnatal survival.
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Alternative pre-mRNA processing is a major mechanism contributing to the diversification of genetic output, allowing nearly every primary transcript [Pan et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2008] to generate multiple alternative mRNAs. Through alternative mRNA splicing and polyadenylation, mRNA isoforms can be generated that differ in their protein-coding and noncoding sequences and thereby encode biochemically diverse polypeptides and RNAs subject to different post-transcriptional controls. Alternative RNA processing plays important roles in such diverse processes as cell differentiation and tissue development [Chen and Manley 2009; Nilsen and Graveley 2010; Kalsotra and Cooper 2011] and is increasingly recognized to be linked to human diseases [Licatalosi and Darnell 2006, 2010; Cooper et al. 2009].

The biologic diversity of alternative splicing is regulated in large part by tissue-restricted controls thought to be mediated by cell type-specific combinations of trans-acting factors binding to cis-acting RNA elements. Recent computational efforts to elucidate regulatory codes associated with alternative mRNA expression have defined combinations of motifs and regulatory factors that are prime candidates to regulate alternative RNA processing in different tissues [Sugnet et al. 2006; Castle et al. 2008; Barash et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2010]. However, such approaches to understanding tissue and developmental stage-specific RNA regulation require confirmatory biochemical and genetic evidence in relevant biologic contexts [Licatalosi and Darnell 2010].

The polypyrimidine tract-binding [PTB] proteins are an important family of RNA-binding proteins thought to be involved in cell-specific alternative splicing. Polypyrimidine tract-binding protein (PTB, hnRNP1, or Ptbp1) is a widely expressed and multifunctional RNA-binding protein.
miR-124 (Makeyev et al. 2007) and by cross-regulation, as simulated by tissue-restricted microRNAs (miRNAs) such as cellular contexts (Boutz et al. 2007; Spellman et al. 2007). Recent global analyses of Ptbp1 function in HeLa cells have demonstrated that Ptbp1 binding within and upstream of alternative exons is associated with exon silencing and have identified a smaller number of Ptbp1-dependent exons in which Ptbp1 binding to sequences downstream from the regulated exon is associated with alternative exon inclusion (Llorian et al. 2010). These findings agree with observations originally made with the Nova family of splicing regulators and subsequently several other tissue-restricted RNA-binding proteins, including RbFox2, Mbnl1, Tia1/2, hnRNPC, hnRNPL, and TDP-43 (Licitatolosi et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2008; Licitatolosi and Darnell 2010; Tollervey et al. 2011; Witten and Ule 2011), in which the position of protein binding determines the outcome of alternative splicing.

Ptbp1 is present in most mammalian tissues but is replaced in some cell types by paralogous proteins, including ROD1 in hematopoietic cells and Ptbp2 (originally termed brPTB [Polydorides et al. 2000] or nPTB [Markovtsov et al. 2000]) in the nervous system and testis. While Ptbp1 has been proposed to be a negative regulator of neuron-specific exons in nonneural tissues, the functions of Ptbp2 in the brain are not clear. For example, PTB-binding CU-rich motifs are enriched upstream of alternative exons that are repressed in nonneuronal tissues, which is consistent with a role for Ptbp1 in splicing repression but also raises the question as to whether Ptbp2 also has the same splicing activity in neuronal tissues, which is consistent with a role for Ptbp1 in the developing mouse brain. These target RNAs predicted previously unrecognized roles for Ptbp2 in suppressing developmentally regulated splicing events controlling the neural stem cell cycle and neuronal differentiation in mitotic neural progenitor cells.

Results

Ptbp2 is an essential protein that is broadly expressed in the nervous system

To generate a mouse model to study Ptbp2 function in vivo, Ptbp2 was targeted for homologous recombination in embryonic stem (ES) cells by replacing a 99-nucleotide (nt) DNA fragment [comprising the translation start codon and first exon–intron junction] with DNA encoding EGFP and the self-excising ACNF cassette (Fig. 1A; Bunting et al. 1999). Animals homozygous for the recombinant allele (Ptbp2<sup>−/−</sup>) lacked Ptbp2, as demonstrated by Western blot analysis (Fig. 1B, right panel). Although grossly indistinguishable from wild-type (Ptbp2<sup>+/−</sup>) and heterozygous (Ptbp2<sup>+/+</sup>) littermates, Ptbp2-null (Ptbp2<sup>−/−</sup>) mice died soon after birth or within 10–15 min of delivery by cesarean section at embryonic day 18.5 (E18.5). Postnatal lethality was also observed in Ptbp2-null animals generated from ES cells bearing a gene trap cassette insertion in Ptbp2 intron 1 that abrogates expression of Ptbp2 (Ptbp2<sup>2<sup>−/−</sup>tg</sup>) (Fig. 1C,D, right panel).

Immunohistochemical analyses demonstrated that Ptbp2 is broadly expressed in the embryonic and postnatal mouse brain [Fig. 1E–G; Supplemental Fig. S1]; coincident staining of Ptbp2 and GFP (“knocked in” to the Ptbp2 locus) confirmed the specificity of Ptbp2 staining. The specificity of the Ptbp2 and GFP antibodies was also confirmed by the absence of appreciable immunofluorescence signal in Ptbp2<sup>−/−</sup> and wild-type (Ptbp2<sup>+/+</sup>) samples, respectively [Fig. 1E,G; Supplemental Fig. S1B,D,H]. In the brain, Ptbp2 expression was observed in the nuclei of diverse cell types, including Nova2-positive cortical neurons [Fig. 1F], periventricular nestin-positive progenitor cells [Fig. 1G, Supplemental Fig. S1D,F,H], and, to a lesser extent, glutamine synthetase (GS)-positive astrocytes in the hippocampus, cerebellum, and cortex [Supplemental Fig. S1G]. Ptbp2 expression was also observed in dorsal root ganglion of the spinal cord (Supplemental Fig. S1E) and in proliferating progenitor cells in the nervous system.
Figure 1. Ptbp2 is broadly expressed in the developing mouse brain, including neuronal precursors. [A] Gene targeting strategy to generate Ptbp2-null mice, including schematic of the targeting vector, wild-type (WT) allele, and recombinant allele before and after Cre-mediated recombination at loxP sites in the male germline. (B) Southern blot confirmation of genotypes (position of probe indicated) and Western blot analysis of animals derived from the gene targeting strategy (whole brain E18.5) with polyclonal anti-Ptbp2 antibody raised against full-length protein [Polydorides et al. 2000] and anti-Hsp90. The position of the Southern blot probe is indicated, as are NcoI sites (N) used to digest genomic tail DNA. (C) Schematic of the gene trap Ptbp2 allele from ES cell line NPX210, bearing an intronic cassette consisting of a splice acceptor [SA], neomycin resistance [neoR] and β-galactosidase [β-gal] genes, an internal ribosome entry site [IRES], and coding sequence for placental alkaline phosphatase [PLAP]. (D) Southern blot and Western blot analysis of animals derived from gene trap ES cells, as in B. [E] Sections of Ptbp2 wild-type (+/+), heterozygous (+/-), and Ptbp2 knockout (KO [-/-]) E18.5 brain are stained with antibodies to Ptbp2 and GFP. Ptbp2 is nuclear, while GFP is cytoplasmic, and cells with red nuclei and green cytoplasm are evident in heterozygotes. [F] Costaining of Ptbp2 and Nova2 in wild-type E18.5 brains. (G) Costaining of Ptbp2 and Nestin in wild-type and knockout E18.5 brains.
embryonic brain and eye [Supplemental Fig. S1C]. Together, these observations indicate that Ptbp2 is expressed in neurons and astrocytes in the central and peripheral nervous systems in embryonic and postnatal mice, with robust expression in proliferating progenitors and post-mitotic neurons.

**Ptbp2 is required for alternative mRNA regulation in the mouse brain**

To determine whether Ptbp2 deletion affects the expression of alternatively spliced mRNAs in the developing brain, RNA from Ptbp2+/+ and Ptbp2−/− embryos was used to probe exon junction splicing-sensitive microarrays. ASPIRE3 analysis, previously used to identify reciprocal changes in the levels of alternatively spliced isoforms [Ule et al. 2005b; Licatalosi et al. 2008], identified 521 exons with significant splicing level differences in Ptbp2 knockout compared with wild-type brains (P < 0.01, Δ Rank > 5) [Fig. 2A]. These included changes in the expression of entire exons (cassette-type, mutually exclusive, and 5'- or 3'-terminal exons) or exon length due to alternative 5'- or 3' splice site selection. These findings were validated by semiquantitative RT–PCR analysis of RNA from three pairs of Ptbp2+/+ and Ptbp2−/− littermates, confirming expression level changes for 36 of 36 candidate exons tested [Figs. 2, 6 [below], Supplemental Table 1A; Supplemental Fig. S2]. Notably, the majority of Ptbp2 action was to repress alternative splicing; i.e., there was increased expression (inclusion) of alternate exons (Ptbp2 action was to repress alternative splicing, i.e., there was increased expression (inclusion) of alternate exons in Ptbp2−/− brains in nearly three-quarters of instances (371 of 521, 71%). This was in contrast to the activity of Nova2 in the E18.5 mouse neocortex, which enhances the expression of approximately as many exons as it represses [47% repressed, 53% enhanced; n = 586 exons from age-matched E18.5 wild-type vs. Nova2-null cortices] [Supplemental Fig. S2N]. Strikingly, some cases of Ptbp2-dependent splicing inhibition revealed major effects on exon inclusion; for example, from <50% in wild-type mice to near-maximal inclusion levels in Ptbp2 knockout neocortices (lower quadrant of Fig. 2A).

To independently examine Ptbp2-dependent mRNA variants, we also analyzed RNA from the second Ptbp2+/−/− strain [Ptbp2gt/gt], focusing on target exons that vary considerably in their sensitivity to Ptbp2 deletion. Importantly, neocortices from both Ptbp2-null strains [Ptbp2−/− and Ptbp2gt/gt] had nearly identical changes in expression of alternative mRNA variants compared with wild-type controls [Figs. 2C, 6B, C [below]]. These data further validate the results of the splicing microarrays and are consistent with the shared postnatal phenotype of both Ptbp2−/− and Ptbp2gt/gt mice.

Comparative analysis of RNA expression in Ptbp2+/+ and Ptbp2−/− E18.5 neuroectomes using a second microarray platform [Affymetrix MoEx 1.0ST exon arrays] also showed that a major consequence of Ptbp2 deletion is increased expression of alternatively spliced exons. An “exon-level” analysis [Clark et al. 2007] identified changes in the expression of 467 probe selection regions or “exons” (≥1.5-fold, P < 0.005) [Fig. 2D]. The majority of these (404, 87%) showed an increase in alternative exon expression in Ptbp2-null embryonic brain, consistent with a role for Ptbp2 in repressing the steady-state level of specific alternatively spliced mRNAs. A transcript-level analysis showed that very few genes display significant differences in overall transcript abundance in Ptbp2−/− brains [Supplemental Table 1B,C]. Two transcripts down-regulated in Ptbp2−/−, Snap25 and Dzip1, contain exons that are misspliced in Ptbp2−/− brains [see Figs. 5B, 2B, respectively]. In these two cases, loss of Ptbp2 leads to inclusion of exons that introduce premature termination codons that are likely to cause nonsense-mediated mRNA decay, underscoring the conclusion that, in general, Ptbp2 does not appear to have direct, splicing-independent roles in regulating mRNA stability in the embryonic brain. Together, two different microarray platforms indicate that a major function of Ptbp2 in the embryonic mouse brain is to negatively regulate expression of specific alternative exons.

**Mapping biologically reproducible Ptbp2–RNA interactions in the mouse brain**

Splicing microarrays delineate Ptbp2-sensitive transcripts but do not address whether these targets might be directly or indirectly regulated [Licatalosi and Darnell 2010]. To identify direct Ptbp2 RNA targets in the mouse neocortex, a transcriptome-wide library of Ptbp2–RNA interactions was generated by HTS-CLIP [Ule et al. 2003, 2005a; Licatalosi et al. 2008]. After UV irradiation of mouse neocortices, Ptbp2–RNA complexes were evident at or above [with high or low RNase concentration, respectively] the size of Ptbp2 [Fig. 3A], and complexes were isolated from two E18.5 littermates and processed in parallel [cortex A and cortex B] [Fig. 3B; Supplemental Fig. S3A]. The specificity of the anti-Ptbp2 antibody used for CLIP was confirmed by the failure to precipitate radiolabeled RNA from UV cross-linked Ptbp2-null brains [Fig. 3A, lanes 1,2]. Purified RNA from each biologic replicate neocortex CLIP sample was separated into four equal portions prior to CLIP cDNA library construction, and each was sequenced individually to generate technical replicates [Supplemental Fig. S3A]. The resulting reads [ranging from 1.4 × 10⁶ to 2.1 × 10⁷ per replicate] were filtered and aligned to the mouse genome [Bowtie; mm9]. Unambiguously mapped Ptbp2 CLIP tags were further collapsed to remove potential PCR duplicates, resulting in 1.9 × 10⁶ neocortex A and 1.2 × 10⁶ neocortex B unique tags, respectively [Supplemental Table S2A]. These unique tags were pooled to identify Ptbp2–RNA interactions that were biologically reproducible, represented as 258,399 clusters [termed BC2, for biologic complexity = 2] containing overlapping CLIP tags from A and B neocortices [769,478 A tags [39.8% of total A] and 575,606 B tags [49.4% of total B]] [Fig. 3B; Supplemental Fig. S3A]. The biologic reproducibility was assessed by comparing the number of A and B tags present in each cluster, which were highly reproducible between two different mouse brains (R² = 0.95) [Fig. 3C]. These observations allowed an approximation of the Ptbp2
Figure 2. Ptbp2-dependent alternative splicing in the brain. (A) Relative exon inclusion levels in wild-type (WT) and Ptbp2 knockout (KO) brains [ASPIRE3, \(P < 0.01\), \(\Delta\text{rank} > 5\)]. Red dots indicate alternative exons with higher inclusion in wild-type compared with knockout brains, and blue dots represent exons with increased inclusion in knockout compared with wild-type brains. (B) RT–PCR validation of seven ASPIRE candidates (additional candidates are shown in the Supplemental Figures). In all cases, the control sample consists of an equal-parts mixture of wild-type and knockout cDNA amplified at different cycle numbers (see the Materials and Methods). (C) Comparison of alternative splicing in both Ptbp2-null strains (\(+/−\), gene targeting; \(gt/gt\), gene trap) for additional examples, see Fig. 6). (D) Probeset signal intensities from MoEx 1.0ST analysis of wild-type and Ptbp2-null brains.
Figure 3. Ptbp2 HITS-CLIP. (A) Autoradiogram of nitrocellulose membrane containing protein–RNA complexes purified from Ptbp2-null (lanes 1,2) and wild-type (lanes 3–6) E18.5 mouse brains treated with a high (+++) or low (+) concentration RNase A. (B) Summary of CLIP tag filtering and clustering to identify BC2 clusters. (C) Analysis of cortex A and B CLIP tag counts in each BC2 cluster. (D) Comparison of the length and numbers of CLIP tags for each BC2 cluster. (E) Top 10 tetramers present in BC2 sequences as determined by differences between the observed and expected frequency in BC2 compared with the shuffled control sequences. (F) CIMS-based identification of UCUY as a consensus binding site for Ptbp2. (G) Enrichment of UCUY near CIMS. (H) Genomic distribution of BC2 clusters (Ptbp2-binding events). (I) Distribution of BC2 clusters near alternative exons that are misspliced in Ptbp2-null brains. The total number (Y-axis) of BC2 clusters centered in each 50-nt window relative to alternative and flanking constitutive splice sites is shown for exons that exhibit increased skipping [top panel] and splicing [bottom panel] in Ptbp2 knockout compared with wild-type brains. Only BC2 clusters residing within the regions specified in the figure are displayed.
footprint on RNA of ~50 nt, as this was the length of the vast majority of Ptbp2 clusters, and this length plateaued with increasing numbers of tags/cluster (Fig. 3D).

We used multiple measures to define CLIP tag clusters with higher stringency. As one measure, we performed a meta-analysis to rank clusters based on a χ² score that reflects their intra- and interexperiment reproducibility, as detailed previously [Darnell et al. 2011]. Using an empirical threshold (χ² score ≥ 20), we obtained 19,767 high-confidence robust clusters, among which 18,998 clusters have tags identified in five or more technical replicates. We also searched CLIP tag cluster peaks in annotated genes that are statistically higher than one would expect from uniform random distributions [see the Materials and Methods for details; Xue et al. 2009]. Among the robust clusters, about half (9972, 50.2%) are from 2842 annotated genes, and a vast majority (9861 or 98.9%) of these genic clusters have a peak height that was significantly higher than a uniform background distribution (P < 0.01, with Bonferroni correction; see the Materials and Methods for details). When we compared clusters in genic and deep intergenic regions (>10 kb from annotated genes), we found almost all deep intergenic clusters (94.7%) at least partially overlap with repetitive elements (LINE elements in particular, 64.5%), while genic clusters have a much lower proportion of repetitive clusters (46.7%). Taken together, our data demonstrate that Ptbp2 binds to thousands of annotated transcripts in mouse brains as well as a large number of unannotated regions.

An important asset of HITS-CLIP is that the method is able to very precisely identify RNA–protein interaction sites. To identify sequence features most commonly associated with Ptbp2–RNA interactions, nucleotide motifs [4–8 nt long] were counted in reproducible Ptbp2 HITS-CLIP clusters and, as a control, in a set of shuffled CLIP tags (Supplemental Table S2B), suggesting that deletions characteristically marked cross-link sites. Overall, one or more deletions were found in 7.4% unique CLIP tags, a rate comparable with that observed in Ago mRNA CLIP tags (~8%) but lower than that observed in Nova CLIP tags (~15%), implying that different amino acid–nucleotide cross-link adducts can result in variations in reverse transcriptase errors. We then clustered deletions according to their genomic coordinates and identified 1169 reproducible CIMS [false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.001]. Examination of sequence composition anchored at CIMS clearly identified the UCUC motif (Fig. 3F), consistent with the high-affinity consensus of the Ptbp1 protein, as defined by in vitro RNA selection [Perez et al. 1997b]. This motif is sharply enriched in specific positions around the CIMS, compared with flanking sequences [Fig. 3G]. Importantly, the cross-link site is most frequently mapped to the cytidine of the UCUC element, which argues against presumed cross-linking bias to uridine in some published studies [Meisenheimer et al. 2000; Urlaub et al. 2002].

Ptbp2 negatively regulates splicing by binding upstream of and within alternative exons

Fifty-six percent of the BC2 clusters consisting of a minimum of 10 tags [13,647 of 24,529] mapped to annotated RefSeq genes [3362 RefSeq identifications], with 94% of these in introns [Fig. 3H]. The prevalence of Ptbp2 binding to intronic sequences is consistent with a role for Ptbp2 in pre-mRNA processing and addresses concerns that CLIP would be unable to detect pre-mRNA due to the relative abundance of mature mRNAs in steady-state cells [Reid et al. 2009]. Given this relative abundance, our HITS-CLIP and immunofluorescence data (Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S1) together demonstrate that the vast majority of Ptbp2 in the embryonic neocortex is in the nucleus.

To further explore the relationship between Ptbp2 binding and pre-mRNA splicing, we examined BC2 clusters near alternative exons identified from the splicing junction array analysis, restricting our analysis to exons subject to cassette-type regulation. Sixty-four Ptbp2-dependent cassette-type splicing events were identified [with ΔI > 0.1] in which at least one biologically reproducible Ptbp2 CLIP cluster was present within the entire local sequence region extending from the upstream to the downstream constitutive exons that flank the Ptbp2-sensitive exon [11 Ptbp2-dependent splicing events and 53 Ptbp2-dependent skipping]. The coordinates of Ptbp2 CLIP-binding sites were compiled onto a single master transcript to view Ptbp2-binding patterns associated with multiple Ptbp2-dependent exons simultaneously. The region containing the greatest number of CLIP tags (Supplemental Fig. S3C) and BC2 clusters [Fig. 3I] extended from −250 to +50 relative to the 3’ splice acceptor site of regulated cassette exons that Ptbp2 silences in the brain. No single region could be identified...
that showed a marked preference for Ptbp2 binding in cases where exons are included in a Ptbp2-dependent manner, either in this analysis or with a normalized complexity map (Supplemental Fig. S3D; Licatalosi et al. 2008).

The presence of one or more high-density BC2 clusters within and/or the immediately preceding a silenced exon is a common feature of exons repressed by Ptbp2 (for representative examples, see Supplemental Fig. S3E–H). In some cases, BC2 clusters proximal to alternative exons are the densest CLIP tag clusters in the entire transcript and can reveal new Ptbp2-regulated exons not evident by our microarray analyses. For example, 60% of the Ptbp2 CLIP tags present in BC2 clusters mapping to Stam2 (signal transducing adaptor molecule 2) pre-mRNA reside in a single cluster immediately upstream of an exon that is alternatively spliced in different mouse tissues (Fig. 4A,B; Curlin et al. 2006), newly predicting a role for Ptbp2 its regulation. RT–PCR analysis of Ptbp2+/+ and Ptbp2−/− littermates confirmed that Ptbp2 is required for silencing of this exon in the embryonic neocortex [Fig. 4C].

The Ptbp2-binding map was also informative in cases where adjacent exons were spliced in a coordinated manner. For example, analysis of Ptbp2 binding to Dnm1 pre-mRNA revealed that the most dense BC2 cluster in the transcript was located upstream of an exon that is spliced in a mutually exclusive and Ptbp2-dependent manner with the preceding exon [Supplemental Figs. S2E, S4A,B]. Similarly, coordinately regulated alternative exons in Tpm3 pre-mRNA sensitive to Ptbp2 deletion were associated with Ptbp2 BC2 clusters upstream of the Ptbp2-repressed exon [Supplemental Fig. S4C].

Control of mutually exclusive splicing by PTB proteins has been extensively studied in the regulation of the SM (smooth muscle) and NM (nonmuscle) exons in α-actinin 1 (Actn1) pre-mRNA, for which in vitro splicing and protein–RNA-binding assays have defined sites of Ptbp1–RNA interaction involved in SM/NM splicing regulation. Analysis of Ptbp2 CLIP tag distribution on Actn1 transcripts revealed that the greatest density of CLIP tags corresponded precisely to the regions determined to be high-affinity binding sites for Ptbp1 and necessary for Ptbp1-mediated splicing of Actn1 NM/SN exons in reporter constructs [Figs. 4D,E; Matlin et al. 2007]. RT–PCR analysis of Ptbp2+/+ and Ptbp2−/− neocortices confirmed that loss of Ptbp2 was associated with decreased expression of Actn1 alternative mRNAs containing the NM exon alone (from 87% of Actn1 mRNAs in wild-type to 48% in Ptbp2-null neocortices) and an increase in Actn1 mRNAs containing both the NM and SM exons (from 7% of Actn1 mRNAs in wild-type to ~44% in Ptbp2-null neocortices) [Fig. 4F]. Thus, the primary action of Ptbp2 binding to Actn1 pre-mRNA in the embryonic brain is to maintain expression of the NM isoform by repressing an Actn1 isoform containing both the NM and SM exons, and this likely alters the EF-hand domain and calcium sensitivity of Actn1 (Kremerskothen et al. 2002).

High CLIP tag density upstream of coordinately regulated exons revealed new aspects of Ptbp2 regulation. For example, multiple BC2 clusters mapped to evolutionarily conserved sequences flanking the 5a and 5b alternative exons in Snap25 pre-mRNA [Fig. 5A], and RT–PCR analysis of Snap25 mRNA in wild-type and Ptbp2 knockout mice confirmed a role for Ptbp2 in exon 5a/5b alternative splicing [Fig. 5B]. However, we also noticed unanticipated high-molecular-weight RT–PCR products that became clearly evident in Ptbp2−/− neocortices [Fig. 5B, labeled x and z], which resulted from the use of a novel 3′ splice site positioned 70 nt upstream of the annotated exon 5a 3′ splice site [Fig. 5C,D]. Whereas RT–PCR products x and y may represent Snap25 pre-mRNA splicing intermediates (with retained introns), product z corresponds to spliced Snap25 mRNA containing the extended 5a exon [due to use of the upstream 3′ splice site] together with exon 5b, an isoform predicted to contain a premature termination codon. Again, these transcripts may be degraded by the nonsense-mediated decay pathway, consistent with the reduced Snap25 mRNA abundance predicted by microarray analysis [Supplemental Table S1B] and confirmed by RT–PCR [Fig. 5B].

An additional example of Ptbp2 binding to prevent aberrant alternative 3′ splice site use is illustrated in Sympk pre-mRNA [Supplemental Fig. S5], supporting a role for Ptbp2 in maintaining splicing fidelity.

We also observed that Ptbp2 loss in the embryonic brain resulted in increased splicing of exons previously reported to be developmentally regulated or “adult-enriched.” Examples include aberrant splicing of adult alternative exons in c-src [Figs. 6A–C], Actn1, Snap25, Camk2b, and Dbnl mRNAs (Pyper and Bolen 1990; Shirao et al. 1990; Brocke et al. 1995; Kremerskothen et al. 2002; Bark et al. 2004]. To assess whether other Ptbp2 target exons are also spliced in a developmentally regulated manner, we compared expression of alternatively spliced target exons in wild-type neonatal [postnatal day 1 [P1]] and adult [P50] brains. This analysis identified a host of Ptbp2 target exons in the embryonic neocortex that are normally up-regulated during postnatal brain development. Of 31 splicing events analyzed, 28 showed developmental regulation in wild-type brains, and of these, 22 Ptbp2-regulated exons were increased in abundance in adult versus neonatal brains, including exons in Rab28, Mta3, Cep5350, Sympk, Ppp3cb, Tpm3, Sphkap, Gpr85, Sorbs2, Dnm1, Pum2, Camk2g, and Dnm1 pre-mRNAs (Fig. 6D–F, Supplemental Fig. S6). These results are paralleled by finding that Ptbp2 levels decrease in postnatal mouse brains, beginning at a time of intense synaptogenesis [P14], with lower levels then maintained through young adulthood [Fig. 6G]. These observations are consistent with the conclusion that Ptbp2 regulates the relative levels of expressed alternative mRNA isoforms in the neocortex through negative regulation of developmentally controlled exons.

Ptbp2 deletion impairs neural stem cell polarity and proliferation

To further explore the biologic functions of Ptbp2-mediated RNA regulation in the brain, we performed a gene ontology
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analysis using a list of 249 genes bearing Ptbp2-sensitive alternative exons identified from the splicing junction array (those with $\Delta I > 0.10$, $\Delta I$ $\text{Rank} > 5$, $P < 0.01$). Among the recurring gene ontology terms enriched among Ptbp2-sensitive genes were plasma membrane, signaling, morphogenesis, cytoskeleton, and adhesion [Supplemental Tables S3A–D]. Among the KEGG pathways associated with Ptbp2-regulated genes were multiple signaling pathways [including Vegf, Mapk, ErbB, and calcium signaling], many of which overlap with one another and
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impact on cell proliferation [Supplemental Fig. S7; Supplemental Table S3D].

The observations that Ptbp2 suppressed adult exon usage in development while coordinately regulating splicing in transcripts encoding factors that regulate cytoskeletal remodeling and cell proliferation led us to investigate whether Ptbp2 deletion affects cell proliferation in vivo. Since we observed strong staining of Ptbp2 in the mitotic ventricular zone of the embryonic brain [Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S1], we performed short-term BrdU-labeling experiments to label cell populations in S phase in E14.5 embryos. Immunohistochemical analysis of BrdU staining revealed mislocation of S-phase cells in Ptbp2-null brains, as evidenced by small ectopic BrdU clusters in the lateral wall of the ventricular zone [Fig. 7A,B]. These ectopic clusters consisted of small numbers of cells [not

Figure 5. Ptbp2 represses aberrant alternative 3' splice site selection. Ptbp2 silences alternative 3' splice site utilization in Snap25 pre-mRNA. (A) Distribution of Ptbp2 CLIP tags in a region of Snap25 containing the alternative 5a and 5b exons. CLIP tag density is represented by a histogram where the black line indicates a CLIP tag density of 10 overlapping tags. (B) RT–PCR analysis of Snap25 5a/5b splicing in wild-type and Ptbp2-null brains. (C) Zoom-in of a region of Snap25 showing Ptbp2 CLIP tags and splice site utilization and intron retention identified from PCR products x, y, and z. (D) Zoom-in of C showing the position of the Ptbp2 CLIP cluster relative to the alternative 3' splice site up-regulated in Ptbp2-null brains.
all BrdU-positive cells were mislocalized), were not observed in wild-type or Ptbp2null brains, and were reproducibly observed in three of three biologic replicate Ptbp2null brains. Ectopic clusters often associated with mislocalized M-phase cells (identified by PH3 staining) residing away from the wall of the lateral ventricle, where stem cell-like neural progenitor cells undergo mitosis (Fig. 7B). In the Ptbp2null brain, clusters of aberrant cell division in the ventricular zone of the cortex and ganglionic eminence [GE] were associated with expression of Dcx, a marker of immature neurons [Fig. 7C,D, respectively], indicating ectopic neurogenesis. Importantly, ectopic Dcx-positive cells were Pax6-negative (Fig. 7E), indicating that in addition to aberrant neural stem cell polarity, Ptbp2 loss was associated with a reduction of the neural progenitor pool (Pax6-positive cells) and premature

**Figure 6.** Ptbp2 inhibits developmentally regulated adult-enriched alternative exons. (A) Distribution of Ptbp2 binding in a region of the c-src gene containing the alternative N1 and N2 exons. Also shown is a BLAT search result following Sanger sequencing of the N1+N2 isoform purified from acrylamide gels shown in B. (B) RT–PCR analysis of c-src splicing in both Ptbp2-null strains [and wild-type littermates, left and center panels] and in neonatal [P1] and adult [P50] wild-type brains [right panel]. Control lanes correspond to cDNA mixtures amplified at different cycle numbers [see the Materials and Methods]. (C) Quantification of c-src RT–PCR products from B. (D–F) Analysis of Ptbp2-regulated exons in Cep350, Rab28, and Mta3 in wild-type and Ptbp2-null E18.5 brains [left] and wild-type neonatal and adult brains [right]. (G) Western blot analysis of Ptbp2 and Hsp90 in wild-type brains at the indicated embryonic and postnatal days.
Figure 7. Ptbp2 deletion results in aberrant neural stem cell polarity and premature neurogenesis. Immunohistochemical analysis of E14.5 wild-type (+/+) and Ptbp2-null (−/−) brains using BrdU (A), BrdU and PH3 (B), BrdU and Dcx (C,D), and Pax6 and Dcx (E) antibodies. (LV) Lateral ventricle; (IZ) intermediate zone; (VZ) ventricular zone; (GE) ganglionic eminence. (F) RT–PCR analysis of *Numb* pre-mRNA splicing in wild-type (+/+) and Ptbp2-null (−/−, gt/gt) brains to monitor splicing of an alternative exon (exon 3, using primers corresponding to exons 1 [forward] and 5 [reverse]) indicates expression of aberrantly processed *Numb* mRNA in both Ptbp2-null strains at E18.5. The identity of RT–PCR products is shown on the right, including an unannotated isoform (top band) containing an additional exon (asterisk, confirmed by Sanger sequencing). (G, top panel) Genome browser view of Ptbp2 CLIP tag density along the *Numb* gene, including annotated alternative mRNA isoforms and the unannotated isoform identified by sequencing RT–PCR products. (Bottom panel) Zoom-in view of a 79-nt region of *Numb* showing the unannotated Ptbp2-repressed alternative exon and a BC2 CLIP cluster centered −20 nt upstream of the 3′ splice site. (H) Model summarizing a role for Ptbp2 in exon repression and the consequences to neural stem cell polarity and cell cycle. The results of a HITS-CLIP analysis of Ptbp2 targets and the morphology of Ptbp2−/− mice suggest a model in which Ptbp2 normally acts on a regulatory cascade in neural progenitors cycling between S and M phase and differentiating into neural stem cells (NSCs) and indirect neural pathway (INP) progenitors in the ventricular zone (VZ). (Top panel) Ptbp2’s immediate action is primarily to repress inclusion of alternative exons; in aggregate, these mediate changes in proteins (cell cycle, cell cytoskeleton, and cell fate) that inhibit aberrant cell cycle entry in periventricular progenitors. For example, Ptbp2 may inhibit “activating” exons in transcripts encoding cell cycle proteins, restrict cytoskeletal proteins to those that align the mitotic spindle orthogonal to the ventricular surface, and inhibit the function of regulators of basal cell division. (Bottom panel) In Ptbp2−/− mice brains, neural progenitors show increased cell cycle entry in the ventricular zone (A−D) and increased indirect neural pathway progenitors (E) that may result from skewed mitotic spindle orientation and/or actions on regulators of basal cell cycle.
neurogenesis [DCx-positive cells]. Together, these analyses reveal a role for Ptbp2 in the proper regulation of neural progenitor proliferation and differentiation.

Discussion

The functions of RNA-binding proteins have traditionally been studied using reductionist approaches, including the analysis of reporter constructs in vitro and in transfected cells. While mechanistically powerful, these studies do not yield a systems-biologic, global understanding of RNA-binding protein function in different physiologic and cellular contexts. Validation of the roles of specific RNA-binding proteins in RNA regulation in vivo requires biochemical and genetic systems to identify direct RNA-protein interactions and assess their functional significance in their native cellular context (Licatalosi and Darnell 2010). Here we used such a multidisciplinary approach to show that Ptbp2 is an essential RNA-binding protein that functions as a negative regulator of alternative exon splicing in the embryonic mouse brain, regulating transcripts encoding cell cycle and cytoskeletal proteins and culminating in the control of the genesis of neuronal precursors.

Ptbp2 regulates splicing of brain transcripts and is essential for postnatal survival

We generated Ptbp2-null mice using two independent approaches: a conventional gene targeting strategy, replacing an essential portion of the Ptbp2 gene with EGFP by homologous recombination [generating Ptbp2<sup>+/−</sup>], and using ES cells bearing an intronic gene trap, which places an essential portion of the Ptbp2 gene with EGFP and β-galactosidase/PLAP, Ptbp2<sup>+/−;g</sup>). Importantly, Ptbp2-null mice generated from both approaches exhibited neonatal lethality and nearly identical splicing changes in the absence of Ptbp2, consistent with a major role for Ptbp2 as a repressor of exon splicing. Careful dissection of the actions of PTB proteins [primarily Ptbp1] in splicing assays has previously revealed a plethora of different actions that can result in splicing repression. Ptbp1 can interfere with U2AF65 binding to polypyrimidine tracts [Lin and Patton 1995; Singh et al. 1995; Spellman and Smith 2006], multimerize and loop RNA to block splicing factor access and create “zones of silencing” [Wagner and Garcia-Blanco 2001], or bind stem–loop IV of U1 snRNA directly [Sharma et al. 2011] to repress alternative exon splicing of the c-src N1 exon. Here we show that Ptbp2 directly binds c-src pre-mRNA in the mouse brain [Fig. 6A] and that deletion of Ptbp2 is associated with a small increase in N1 exon inclusion as well as increased expression of a developmentally restricted isoform of c-src mRNA containing both the N1 and N2 exons [Fig. 6B]. Experiments in cell culture have suggested that Ptbp1 and Ptbp2 regulate splicing of overlapping and distinct sets of mRNAs and that Ptbp2 may be a weaker repressor of exon splicing than Ptbp1 [Spellman et al. 2005; Boutilier et al. 2007; Makeyev et al. 2007]. Bioinformatic approaches have identified an enrichment of UC-rich motifs upstream of alternative exons spliced in the brain and an anti-correlation between Ptbp1 expression and the level of alternative exon inclusion [Castle et al. 2008]. While these observations are consistent with a role for Ptbp1 in splicing repression, they do not answer how Ptbp2 acts in the nervous system, where it replaces Ptbp1 and is speculated to be a less potent silencer of alternative
exon splicing. Our analysis of Ptbp2 in mouse neocortex demonstrates that Ptbp2 loss results in robust increases in exon inclusion—in some cases, near maximal levels. While we cannot exclude the possibility that some of the splicing changes in Ptbp2-null brains are mediated by indirect effects of Ptbp2 deletion, we would conclude that transcripts in which we see splicing changes and direct Ptbp2 binding in the region of the alternative exons are likely direct targets, consistent with our prior experience with Nova-dependent splicing maps [Licatalosi et al. 2008; Licatalosi and Darnell 2010]. Moreover, we did not observe significant changes in the expression of genes encoding splicing, transcription, and chromatin regulatory factors in Ptbp2-null brains, nor did we observe these processes to be associated with gene ontology terms enriched among Ptbp2-dependent RNAs.

HITS-CLIP provided a means to identify the in vivo targets of Ptbp2 in an unbiased yet comprehensive manner. Consistent with the high degree of similarity between the RNA-binding domains of Ptbp1 and Ptbp2, reproducible Ptbp2-binding sites [BC2 HITS-CLIP clusters] were enriched in UCU-rich sequences. The HITS-CLIP map also illustrates functional similarities between Ptbp1 and Ptbp2. For example, Ptbp2 CLIP tags mapping to Actn1 pre-mRNA precisely overlap previously determined Ptbp1-binding sites associated with regulation of NM/SM exon splicing [Matlin et al. 2007]. These results suggest that differences in Ptbp1/2-binding maps and biology likely reflect the action of cell-specific accessory factors rather than different binding preferences of the two proteins. Comparative in vitro studies using fragments of the c-src gene have suggested that Ptbp2 may not be an effective inhibitor of exon splicing. We show here that this claim was premature, since Ptbp2 does inhibit c-src splicing by direct binding to pyrimidine-rich sequences associated with exon N2, an exon whose splicing is always associated with inclusion of exon N1. Although the change in c-src splicing is small in Ptbp2-null compared with wild-type neocortexes, it was observed in all biologic replicates of both Ptbp2-null brains and was similar in magnitude to that observed in wild-type brains during postnatal development. We cannot exclude the possibility that a subset of neurons exhibits large changes in c-src splicing and that the magnitude of the splicing change during development is masked by analyses of whole cortexes.

The intersection of HITS-CLIP data with exons mis-spliced in knockout mice here parallels results observed with the neuron-specific RNA-binding protein Nova2 [Licatalosi et al. 2008], validating biochemical [Dredge et al. 2005] and bioinformatic approaches [Ule et al. 2006] and, in both cases, predicting position-dependent actions on alternative splicing, in which the position of binding in pre-mRNA determines the outcome of alternative exon inclusion or exclusion. Subsequent studies of Ptbp1 in tissue culture cells [Xue et al. 2009], in conjunction with reanalysis of these data [Llorian et al. 2010], as well as subsequent studies of HITS-CLIP maps of Fox1/2 [Zhang et al. 2008; Yeo et al. 2009], hnRNP C [Konig et al. 2010], MBNL1 [Du et al. 2010], TIA1/2 [Wang et al. 2010], and TDP-43 [Tollervey et al. 2011; for reviews, see Corrionero and Valcarcel 2009; Licatalosi and Darnell 2010, Witten and Ule 2011], reveal that such position-dependent actions are a general rule governing alternative splicing regulation to which we found Ptbp2 also adheres.

The genome-wide nature of HITS-CLIP allows exploration of new Ptbp2 actions. Annotation of Ptbp2 CLIP tags showed a surprising number of BC2 sequences (~40%–50% of the most robust clusters) that map to unique genomic loci that do not overlap with annotated genes. The nature and functional significance of these interactions is currently being investigated, as is the functional significance, if any, of Ptbp2–RNA interactions observed in RefSeq 5′ and 3′ UTRs, although the latter comprise very minor fractions of RefSeq-mapped BC2 sequences (0.2% and 2.7%, respectively). Moreover, while recent global analyses of Ptbp1 function in HeLa cells have uncovered unexpected roles for Ptbp1 as an enhancer of splicing in a small cohort of exons, a consensus-binding pattern associated with Ptbp2-dependent exon inclusion was less clear in our data. This may be due to the small number of exons included in this analysis, the lack of a general binding profile common to each target, or an indirect role in such regulation. Interestingly, we also found examples in which Ptbp2-binding sites mapped precisely to alternative 3′ splice sites misregulated in Ptbp2-null brains, further highlighting the resolution and power of the integrative analyses performed here.

**Ptbp2 function in neuronal differentiation and development**

Ptbp2 levels are high in early development, consistent with a role to inhibit adult exons and maintain fidelity of both neuronal progenitors and migrating neurons. Ptbp2 levels decrease with postnatal age [Fig. 6G], coincident with the alleviation of Ptbp2-mediated silencing of developmentally regulated exons and suggesting that tuning of the relative levels and activities of multiple trans-acting splicing factors that include Ptbp2 has a net action to regulate neuronal development. Reduced Ptbp2 protein level was not associated with detectable accumulation of the Ptbp2 splice variant associated with Ptbp2 post-transcriptional control [data not shown] and was modestly reduced during postnatal brain development, consistent with multiple layers of Ptbp2 post-transcriptional control, as previously suggested [Boutz et al. 2007]. The decrease in Ptbp2 protein begins at approximately P14, a time of intense synaptogenesis and plasticity, and these levels are roughly maintained thereafter (at least until P50, the latest age we examined). This suggests that reduction of Ptbp2 action, and concomitant options to regulate adult exons, may be an important component of neuronal plasticity.

A convergent set of data have suggested a role for Ptbp2 in early brain development. In a number of cell culture models, induction of neuronal differentiation is associated with a miR-124-dependent switch from Ptbp1 to Ptbp2.
expression and significant changes in alternative mRNA biogenesis. These observations, together with the finding that Ptbp2 is expressed in mature neurons [Boutz et al. 2007] and the absence of miR-124 in ventricular zone neural precursors, have suggested that the induction of progenitors into post-mitotic neurons is accompanied by a switch from Ptpbp1 to Ptpbp2 expression [Boutz et al. 2007], mediated by expression of miR-124 [Makeyev et al. 2007]. Here, we clarify the role of Ptpbp2 in neuronal precursors by analyzing Ptpbp2-null mice, showing that Ptpbp2 is expressed in neural progenitors and regulates splicing events associated with the regulation of neural stem cell polarity and suppression of premature neurogenesis.

In the rodent brain, the nucleus of neuronal progenitor cells resides at the apical surface of the ventricle during mitosis and in a more basal position during S phase. Although the molecular details that underlie nuclear transit in neuronal progenitors, known as interkinetic nuclear migration (INM), are not well understood, experimental evidence indicates a dependence on calcium signaling, cell junctions, and remodeling of the cytoskeletal architecture [Taverna and Hutten 2010], all of which are gene ontology terms overrepresented among the top Ptpbp2 target mRNAs identified by our splicing microarray analysis. Transit of the nucleus during INM is associated with cell fate determination and is believed to control the exposure of nuclei to neurogenic or proliferative cues [Murciano et al. 2002; Baye and Link 2008; Del Bene et al. 2008]. The loss of Ptpbp2 protein from the ventricular zone in Ptpbp2−/− brains was associated with reduced numbers of Pax6-positive cells and increased Dcx-positive cells, suggesting a skewing of the mitotic cycle and neurogenic pathway, perhaps consistent with an indirect pathway of neuronal differentiation. The irregularity of these cell clusters suggests that near-threshold phenomena are being breached. Such clusters may represent abnormal division and fate [neurogenesis] of ventricular neural stem cells, in which case the role of Ptpbp2 would be to suppress cell fate decisions, for example, through modulation of cell signaling pathways [Supplemental Table S3D; Supplemental Fig. S7]. Alternatively, cell orientation may be disturbed such that the balance between differentiation of dividing neural stem cells [ventricular] and dividing intermediate neural precursors [normally located away from the ventricular surface] is disturbed. Such scenarios may emerge from the disturbance of the fine temporal regulation of the splicing of Ptpbp2 alternative exon targets encoding mitotic and neurogenic factors.

Presumably, such a role for Ptpbp2 would relate to actions on specific mRNA targets, which might ultimately be identifiable with HITS-CLIP analysis specifically in neuronal progenitor populations. The list of RNA targets identified here [admittedly only an indirect approximation, given that targets were identified from whole neocortices at E18] provides some clues. For example, differentiation of neuronal progenitors is coupled to orientation of the plane of cell division, which in turn is controlled by atypical PKC [Prkci] and its action on basal determinants of cell division [Numb, Brat [Trim3], prospero [Prox1], and others] [Knoblich 2010]. Interestingly, Ptpbp2−/− mice show defects in both cell fate and cell division pathways, including Erbb and Numb mRNA processing [Figs. 2B, 7F]. We explored a role for Ptpbp2 in Numb pre-mRNA splicing based on the presence of Ptpbp2 CLIP tags near an alternative exon encoding part of the phosphotyrosine-binding domain important for Numb localization and interaction with signaling pathway components [exon 3 in Fig. 7G; Dh所 et al. 1999]. RT–PCR analysis confirmed that expression of Numb alternative mRNAs is altered in both Ptpbp2-null brains and identified an unannotated alternative exon containing an in-frame stop codon that is specifically expressed in Ptpbp2-null brains [Fig. 7F,G]. This observation indicates that Ptpbp2-dependent splicing may function to regulate Numb protein levels in specific cell types; for example, through nonsense-mediated decay. We propose that a net action of Ptpbp2 in neuronal progenitors is to suppress splicing of alternative exons, including developmentally regulated “adult” exons in transcripts encoding key determinants of cell fate, acting in aggregate to inhibit cell division, maintain cell polarity, and mediate the temporal control of neurogenesis [Fig. 7H].

Materials and methods

Generation of Ptpbp2-null mice

A PTP2 targeting construct was generated to replace part of exon 1 [including the translation initiation codon] and intron 1 with an EGFP-ACNF cassette. After ES cell selection, recombinant clones were identified by Southern blot and inserted into blastocysts, and chimeric mice were propagated after autoexcision of the ACNF cassette. A second line was generated from ES cell line NPPX210 [BayGenomics], and gene trap mice were again confirmed by Southern blot.

Immunohistochemistry

Immunofluorescence microscopy for Ptpbp2, GFP, Nestin, Nova, G5, BrdU, PH3, Dcx, Pax6, Hsp90 [BD Transduction Laboratories], and BrdU labeling was performed as described [Yano et al. 2010].

HITS-CLIP and data analysis

HITS-CLIP was performed on UV-irradiated tissue from E18.5 mice as described [Ule et al. 2005a;Licatalosi et al. 2008], using an anti-Ptpbp2 polyclonal antibody [Polydorides et al. 2000] for immunoprecipitation. CLIP tags were sequenced on an Illumina GAIX at the Rockefeller University Genomics Resource Center. Reads were mapped to the mouse genome [mm9] with Bowtie and collapsed to identify unique tags [Darnell et al. 2011]. Significant CLIP tag cluster peaks were identified as described in the Supplemental Material, and CIMS analysis was performed as previously described [Zhang and Darnell 2011].

Microarray analysis

Microarray analyses were performed using Affymetrix Exon Junction [MJAY] and MoEx 1.0ST arrays, and data analysis was
performed using ASPIRE as previously described [Licatalosi et al. 2008].

RT–PCR validation

RT–PCR was performed on RNA from mouse neocortical samples as described [Licatalosi et al. 2008], under conditions where product amplification was determined to be linear, with results quantified by PhosphorImager analysis using Quantity One [Bio-Rad]. In all cases, control lanes 1–3 contain an equal mixture of wild-type and knockout cDNA amplified at n = 1, n, and n + 1 cycles as described in the Supplemental Material. Lane 4 corresponds to PCR performed at n + 1 cycles using an equal mixture of wild-type and knockout samples processed in the absence of reverse transcriptase [RT− control].
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